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Lyobeads Forming System
User Manual

Model: LFD00220
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Before running system:
Open the back door, turn on the “SWITCH” after connect the power supply.

About dispensing needle (pin)
There are two types:
First

Second

How to choose needle?
It depend on the reagent’s density, viscosity and dispensing volume. Need to try with reagent and
find out a proper one.
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About “Reset” function
First time run machine, must press “Reset” to make sure the nitrogen cartridge back to the initial
position.
If stop the machine, before run machine, must press “Reset” to make sure the nitrogen cartridge
back to the initial position.

Insert 12 nitrogen cartridge into rotary disc.

Pumps
The intelligent liquid
injection pump system uses
the transmission
connection between the
screw rod and the stepper
motor to drive the plunger
rod to reciprocate in the
liquid injection cavity. ,
complete the liquid feeding
and discharging actions. So
as to achieve the purpose
of accurately controlling the
fluid inflow and outflow.

Working principle of pump
Liquid preparation → liquid inlet diaphragm valve opens plunger rod moves backwards suction
inlet chamber → liquid outlet diaphragm valve opens plunger rod pushes liquid discharge
forward → liquid discharge completes and closes liquid outlet diaphragm valve → recirculation
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The material of the parts that will contact liquid

The parts that contact liquid

No. Parts Model Quantity Material

1
Ceramic plunger

rod
50ul/200ul/500ul/1000UL 1

zirconium

oxide/Aluminum Oxide

2 Liquid inlet

Connector (Inner diameter *
Outer diameter )

2*1/3.2*1.6/4*2.5mm
1 SUS316/PTFE

3 Liquid outlet

Connector (Inner diameter *
Outer diameter )

2*1/3.2*1.6/4*2.5mm
1 SUS316/PTFE

4 Seal ring Inner diameter 1/1.6/2.5mm 2 PTFE

5 Injection chamber 50/200/500/1000ul 1 SUS304

Menu

There are 3 models
Production: for automatic run dispensing, wash tube, dispensing volume, etc.
Manual: for each function operation by manual
Setting: for whole system setting
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Production mode:

Click red frame”Production” will switch to “Fill model”.
After use “Fill model” must switch back to “Production” model.
There are two pumps in this system: Pump 1 and Pump 2
Pump1: click it can turn on or turn off
Pump2: click it can turn on or turn off
Filling volume: enter dispensing volume
Compensation: the real drop volume = Filling volume + Compensation volume; can do
fine-tuning here
Filling speed: set dispensing or filling speed, adjustable
Absorb speed: set suck back speed, adjustable
Current pump running: show the pumps currently running times
Set number: set pumps’ running times

About Fill Model
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Before production, need to enter “Fill model”
Use “Fill model” to wash tube and exhaust air inside tube. After finish production, use “Fill
model” to wash and clean tube.
Remark: if switch Production to Fill model, or from Fill model to Production, must press “Reset”
button (yellow one) before start production

About Setting of Production

If change the setting, must press “Reset” button (yellow one) before start production
Total : it’s cumulative output
Filling density: adjustable according to different liquid, the water’s density default as 1
Fill delay: set delay time
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Backflow: set time of liquid absorb back to needle
Disk time interval: set filling time, after filled, rotary disc run

About filling density:
Filling density = real volume / filling volume

How to to get real volume?
1. Enter “Fill model”, change set number to 1, click “Back” return to home screen

2. Enter “Manual”
In “Manual” model, click “Pump 1 fill” or “Pump 2 fill” to dispense one drop liquid, then use high
accuracy pipettor or 1/10,000 scale to weigh it. For example, set “Filling volume” as 12.34, but
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use scale to weigh as 14, then “Filling density” = 14/12.34 = 1.13, set it into “Filling density”

Remark: before click “Pump 1 fill” or “Pump 2 fill” , must press “Reset” button (yellow one) before
start production

Manual Mode
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Rotate two cups: two nitrogen cartridges move one step
Disk reset: return to initial position
Weighing up: weigh scale sensor will rise up
Weighing down: weigh scale sensor will go down
Pump 1 fill: pump 1 will fill till finish “Set number” of “Fill mode”
Pump 1 absorb: pump 1 will absorb liquid back to needle
#1 needle up: rise up the #1 needle
#1 needle down: the #1 needle go down
Pump 2 fill: pump 2 will fill till finish “Set number” of “Fill mode”
Pump 2 absorb: pump 2 will absorb liquid back to needle
#2 needle up: rise up the #2 needle
#2 needle down: the #2 needle go down
Return: go back to home screen

Settings Mode

#1 Needle On: turn on or turn off
#2 Needle On: turn on or turn off
Rising height: set needle move stroke
Rising speed: set needle move speed
Speed up time: set time consuming from 0 to the set speed
Weighing speed: set weigh sensor move speed
Weigh stroke: set move stroke
Weighing time: set stable time while weighing sensor move
Disk speed: set rotary disc speed (one circle run time)
If change data, must press “Reset” button (yellow one) before start production.
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Alarm Mode

Clear alarms: Check whether the injection pump is stuck inside. Whether the sensor is powered
on. Or other errors.
Remark: to clear the alarms is to reset the whole machine once. Please note that all components
are at the initial position. After click “Clear alarms”, the alarm interface will appear repeatedly.
You need to check all components individually to confirm that all components are at the initial
position, and then click “Clear alarms” again.

Safety regulations:
1 This operating manual must be read before using the device.
2 Operators must receive special training before they can take up their posts.
3 Delegate professional and trained maintenance personnel for maintenance.
4 Maintenance personnel must read and familiarize themselves with this operating instruction
before repairing or maintaining it.
5 Maintenance personnel must first stop the equipment and cut off the power supply when
repairing.
6 Safety protection devices and soft protection measures:
6.1 The entire touch screen has taken protective measures against improper operation by the
user, so as to ensure that the machine is not damaged. The entire mechanical working part of the
ceramic liquid injection pump is in a closed body protection, the operation is safe and reliable,
and it will not hurt people.
6.2 The machine is equipped with a leakage switch, with the correct grounding measures, to
protect the human body from electric shock.
6.3 Regardless of the automatic or manual mode, there is a reliable interlocking relationship
between each application unit that has a logical relationship between the front and rear actions,
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and no misoperation can occur before and after, so as to avoid danger.
6.4 The stepper motor is in working state. Do not use external force to interfere with it, so as to
avoid system error or endanger personal safety.
6.5 When the system alarms, please contact our after-sales personnel in time to avoid production
loss.

7Working environment:
7.1 The stepper motor needs to be stably fixed on the horizontal platform to ensure the stable
operation of the stepper motor and the normal operation of the ceramic pump.
7.2 The whole system needs to operate under the ambient temperature as normal temperature.
Due to different liquids, different temperature differences will occur, so it is necessary to ensure
that the temperature of the stepper motor is normal.

8 Other:
8.1 Before starting each shift, inspect each component of the machine for abnormalities.
8.2 During the operation of the equipment, do not try to touch its moving parts to avoid injury.
8.3 Before running, please confirm whether there is liquid in the liquid storage tank, if not,
replace or add it.
8.4 In case of emergency during operation, press the stop button immediately to stop the
operation of the machine, and restore it after the fault is removed.
8.5 Keep the equipment neat and tidy, and do not place sundries and utensils.
8.6 Regularly check the fastening screws of various parts, and there must be no looseness.
8.7 Regularly check the calibration of the injection accuracy of the injection pump.
8.8 Regularly clean the liquid injection pump and clean the stains and residual liquid all over the
machine.
8.9 Before the machine is placed for a long time, the dirt should be removed.

Maintenance
1 Maintenance
In order to give full play to the best performance level of the machine, achieve the best use effect,
and then extend the service life of the equipment, correct maintenance and maintenance during
the daily use of the equipment are essential.

2 Cleaning and maintenance: After the continuous operation is completed, if there is no
production for half a day or all night, it is necessary to use a special cleaning solution (such as
diluting solvent\DMC\alcohol) to clean the pump body. The method is similar to that of liquid
injection. Pull back. Or it is recommended to disassemble the ceramic pump for cleaning (refer to
the installation and disassembly method of the ceramic pump). Cleaning and maintenance is to
ensure that the residual media will not crystallize and will not cause the phenomenon of pump
stuck.

3 cycle cleaning steps: (switch filling mode)
3.1 Drain the liquid in and out of the liquid conduit before cleaning.
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3.2 Insert the liquid inlet and outlet pipes into the container of cleaning liquid, and fill the liquid
inlet and outlet pipes with cleaning liquid in the circulating exhaust mode. The cleaning liquid at
the beginning contains a lot of residual liquid components. After the cleaning liquid is estimated
to be drained, put the inlet and outlet conduits into the container where the cleaning liquid is
located at the same time, and let it do continuous cycle cleaning (the exhaust capacity can be set
to 500, depending on the situation). At the same time, during the cleaning process, use a syringe
Suck some cleaning solution and spray it on the ceramic plunger rod. It is recommended that the
cycle cleaning time be about 15 minutes. After the cycle cleaning is completed, the cleaning
solution is required to stay in the pipeline, and it can be discharged in the next production.

3.3 When making products, pay attention to regularly clean the inner hole of the diaphragm valve
and use alcohol to clean it to prevent impurities from being blocked.

Trouble shooting
During the long-term use of the equipment, some small faults will inevitably occur unexpectedly.
As long as the correct response methods are mastered, the on-site solution can be easily solved,
which will help the equipment to maintain a good working condition, improve work efficiency,
and greatly shorten the time. Equipment downtime. The following are examples of some faults
and solutions that the machine may encounter:

Errors Analysis Solution

Power

supply

error

Check power supply voltage if

has input
Check circuit voltage

24V power if has input Repair or replace

Check circuit breaker box Replace fuse

Switch circuit Check and replace

Motor

stop

Check power supply check and repair circuit

The motor is abnormally

overheated

The drive current is too large or the lap speed of the

motor per second is set too large

Abnormal motor driver

Check that the driver has two indicator lights, whether

they are on, the green light is the power light, and the

red light is the fault light. The red light is always on,

which may be caused by overvoltage and overcurrent.

Make sure the motor wiring is

correct
Check the motor wiring method

Medium crystallization pump

core stuck
Take out the pump and clean the pump valve

Bubbles
Check tube inlet and outlet Screw it tightly

Tubes loose Fixed tubes
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Can’t

dispense

liquid

Whether the inlet and outlet

pipes are reversed
Swap catheter position

Incoming and outgoing

catheters are not aligned
Alignment lock inlet and outlet pipe connectors

The height difference is too

big
Try to keep in same level

Liquid

squirting
liquid squirting

Decrease motor speed, decrease flow rate or change

outlet bigger needle

Abnormal

alarm

The sensor is not

communicating properly
Check the 24V power supply circuit

Sensor light is off Replace sensor

The motor is not in place Clear alarms

The motor is not in place
Check the photoelectric switch, whether the light is

on when the power is turned on, if not, replace it

The motor is not in place
The motor speed exceeds the step subdivision, restart

the power

Air connector loose Screw it tightly

Electrical wiring diagram
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Notice
Product accessories and service information may be modified at any time. Please contact
ANTITECK pre-sales and after-sales representatives to obtain.

ANTITECK PROVIDES THIS OPERATION MANUAL DOCUMENTATION "AS IS" WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.

We have carefully reviewed this operating manual, but cannot guarantee that the information it
contains is free of errors. ANTITECKmay periodically revise the information in this operating
manual, and these revisions are reflected in new versions of the operating manual. ANTITECK
may improve or modify the products, product components, procedures described in this
operating manual document at any time without notice.

The pictures and text legends in this manual are for illustrative purposes only, and the actual
state of the product shall prevail. Certain parts, functions and features mentioned in this manual
are for illustration purposes only and may only apply to certain models of the product. Nothing in
this manual should be construed as a description of actual product specifications and
configurations.
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